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Abstract

Using data from 28 flux measurement sites, we performed an analysis of the relationship

between annual net ecosystem exchange (NEE) and the length of the carbon uptake

period (CUP) (the number of days when the ecosystem is a net carbon sink). The

observations suggest a linear correlation between the two quantities. The change in

annual carbon exchange per day of the CUP differs significantly between deciduous and

evergreen vegetation types. The sites containing vegetation with short-lived foliage (less

than 1 year) have higher carbon uptake and respiration rates than evergreen vegetation.

The ratio between mean daily carbon exchange rates during carbon uptake and release

periods is relatively invariant (2.73� 1.08) across different vegetation types. This implies

that a balance between carbon release and uptake periods exists despite different

photosynthetic pathways, life forms, and leaf habits. The mean daily carbon

sequestration rate for these ecosystems never exceeds the carbon emission rate by more

than a factor of 3. Growing season lengths for the study sites were derived from the

normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) of advanced very-high-resolution

radiometer and from the enhanced vegetation index (EVI) of VEGETATION SPOT-4.

NDVI and EVI were found to be closely related to the CUP, and consequently they also

can be used to approximate annual carbon exchange of the ecosystems. This approach

has potential for allowing extrapolation of NEE over large areas from remotely sensed

data, given a certain amount of ancillary information. This method could complement

the currently existing techniques for extrapolation, which rely upon modeling of the

individual gross fluxes.
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Introduction

Despite significant progress in estimating global carbon

fluxes from large-scale observations (Gurney et al.,

2002), a large amount of uncertainty about the

magnitude, spatial pattern, and causes of terrestrial

ecosystem carbon uptake remains. New methods, such

as eddy covariance, provide measures of net fluxes

from a wide range of ecosystems, and when combined

with models, they can constrain the likely mechanisms

controlling carbon exchange (Thornton et al., 2002;

Churkina et al., 2003). However, even the globally

distributed network of eddy flux stations samples only

a small subset of the Earth’s biomes, disturbance

regimes, and land management systems. Further, eddy

flux techniques are currently limited to relatively flat

terrain (Schimel et al., 2002). Thus, estimation of net

ecosystem exchange (NEE) over large heterogeneous

areas remains challenging. Remote sensing is a poten-

tially powerful tool, providing spatially comprehensive

measures of ecosystem activity. Most extant satellite

algorithms estimate gross primary productivity, net

primary productivity (NPP), or woody biomass from

satellite measurements (Myneni et al., 2001), and rely on

models to complete the carbon balance (Running et al.,
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2000; Potter et al., 2001). Here, we propose an

alternative approach to regional estimation of NEE by

synthetic analysis of flux measurements with satellite

remote sensing.

Carbon exchange measurements based on the eddy

correlation technique provide extremely valuable in-

formation about carbon and water fluxes for the region

immediately surrounding the towers ( � 100 m–5 km).

The carbon flux footprint, or source distribution

function, depends on the height of the tower (sensor)

relative to the zero plane displacement of the vegeta-

tion, on the surface roughness, on the wind speed, and

on the atmospheric stability (Baldocchi et al., 1996).

Given the typical footprint sizes, and the limited

number of measurement points, the carbon flux net-

work alone provides samples of fluxes and their

controls from a wide range of systems, but cannot be

simply averaged to obtain regional-to-global estimates

with any precision.

Longer time series of data, and improving represen-

tation of different ecosystems in various climate

conditions, improve our understanding of the causes

and mechanisms lying behind carbon exchange varia-

bility. They allow investigation of correlations of NEE

with environmental variables, the spatial distribution

and temporal variability of which can be obtained over

large areas using different measurement techniques.

Because of the variation in controls over competing

gross fluxes throughout the course of a year, the length

of the growing season is a key control over net uptake.

This critical time interval can, in principle, be inferred

from remotely sensed measurements that are sensitive

to plant canopy changes. A number of studies have

pointed to a major role for growing season length (GSL)

in the terrestrial carbon cycle (Black et al., 1996, 2000;

Myneni et al., 1997; White et al., 1999). For centuries, the

positive relationship between vegetation productivity

and GSL has been used in agriculture to optimize crop

yields. In areas with extended warm summers, farmers

can produce up to three crop rotations per year. Lieth

(1975) noticed a similar relationship in forests, when he

found a correlation between annual NPP and the length

of the photosynthetic period for deciduous broadleaved

forests of the Eastern United States. Valentini et al.

(2000) analyzed net ecosystem productivity (NEP, the

difference between NPP and heterotrophic respiration)

of European forests and found a significant increase in

net carbon uptake with decreasing latitude, which is a

surrogate for increasing GSL. A more detailed study of

assimilatory and respiratory processes of the world

forests (Falge et al., 2002) showed that not only NEP, but

also gross carbon assimilation increases with decreas-

ing latitude. The increase in the latter is, however,

greater than the increase in NEP, indicating a larger

contribution of respiratory processes in boreal systems

(the total amount of respiration in the boreal system is

lower than in the rain forest). Eddy flux data allow

determination of a carbon uptake period (CUP), or the

number of days on which the net carbon flux is

negative (the ecosystem is a sink of carbon). The CUP

is controlled by GSL, but is not identical because

growth will typically commence for some time before

the carbon flux changes sign, and drought-stressed

systems might even show carbon release periods in the

middle of the growing season. Thus, CUP is defined by

NEE rather than by NPP or plant activity.

A strong correlation between measured NEE and the

length of CUP was reported for temperate broadleaved

forests (Baldocchi & Wilson, 2001). Barr et al. (2004)

showed that annual NEE was positively correlated with

the canopy duration and the annual maximum LAI

for deciduous boreal forest. Based on model simulation

results White & Nemani (2003) suggested that there

is a strong relationship between NEE and CUP, but a

very weak relationship between NEE and canopy

duration. The latter study implies that detection of

patterns of NEE variation with remote observations of

GSL is not possible.

Using data from a large number of flux measurement

sites, we analyzed the relationship between NEE and

CUP, as well as the ratio between net exchange rates

during carbon release and uptake periods for different

vegetation types, including forests and grasslands. To

test the capabilities of remote observations, we relate

the length of the CUP from tower measurements to the

GSL from remotely sensed data. This analysis allows

discussion of the advantages and shortcomings of the

remote sensing approach to estimate NEE values over

large areas.

Methods

We define the CUP as the number of days per year

when the ecosystem is a net sink of carbon. During this

period, daily ecosystem carbon uptake exceeds carbon

release. The CUP is related, but not identical, to the GSL

of plants, which is defined as the time between

budburst (greenness onset) and cessation of plant

growth (greenness termination). In tropical rain forests,

however, plant development continues throughout the

year, so the length of the growing season is approxi-

mately equal to the length of the year. Multiple factors

can control the length of the growing season, although

it is most often thought of in terms of temperature

(White et al., 1997; Menzel, 2003). The leaf onset

or termination timing is triggered by a combination

of daylength, spring warming/fall cooling, winter

chilling, and soil moisture. In arid and semiarid
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climates, plant growing season is often dominated by

moisture and may be bi- or multimodal. The time of

leaf onset does not usually indicate the beginning of the

CUP, which starts later, when the leaves are large

enough to photosynthesize at a rate higher than respi-

ration rate. The CUP ends when ecosystem respiration

becomes larger than photosynthesis, but plant growth

may continue. During drought, vegetation may be a net

source of carbon for a few weeks, which does not imply

the end of the growing season. Also alpine and boreal

sites may experience carbon loss on cloudy days during

summer (Monson et al., 2002). The GSL, however,

would most likely stay unchanged as long as this

unfavorable period is short. The resulting discrepancy

would be within the uncertainty range of GSL–CUP

relationship. The mechanisms behind the leaf-shedding

process are complex, and most likely associated with

physiological, whole-tree, and ecosystem processes

(Royer et al., 2003). The growing season in most cases

will be longer than the CUP because the balance

between total ecosystem respiration (autotrophic and

heterotrophic) and photosynthesis defines CUP.

Description of CO2 flux sites and data

The eddy covariance technique offers an exceptional

opportunity to assess net carbon and water fluxes

between terrestrial ecosystems and the atmosphere at

the ecosystem level. The fluxes of CO2 and H2O are

monitored by sampling their concentrations in the air at

a point located near a sonic anemometer, which makes

high-frequency (10 Hz) measurements of vertical wind

speed variations. In general, the daytime flux footprints

extend about 100 m for every meter measured above the

reference level and can cover areas located as far as 100–

1000 m from the tower (Baldocchi et al., 1996). The flux

footprint is generally smaller in daytime and larger at

night because of the diurnal cycle of the boundary layer.

The eddy covariance method is not free from

uncertainty. A number of errors of atmospheric, sur-

face, and instrumental origins contribute to uncertainty

in flux estimation (Moncrieff et al., 1996). In addition,

instrument failure associated with adverse weather

conditions can result in a large number of data gaps

(sometimes greater than 40% of the time series). Various

methods for filling the data gaps exist, but they can

yield substantially different annual NEE (Falge et al.,

2001). Systematic overestimation of NEE is also possible

using eddy covariance techniques, because nonturbu-

lent atmospheric phases occur more often during the

respiration-dominated (nighttime) periods.

In our analysis, we used annual sums of carbon

exchange from 28 sites (Table 1) that are part of the

EUROFLUX (Aubinet et al., 2000) and AMERIFLUX

(Baldocchi et al., 2001) networks. The sums were from

different years during 1990s and 2000s. Multiple years

of data were available for several sites. For consistency,

data gaps, if any, were filled using the lookup table

method (Falge et al., 2001) in all data sets, except for the

Hainich data. The Hainich data were received directly

from the site investigators and were gap filled as

described in Knohl et al. (2003). The sites were divided

into four groups depending upon the leaf habit:

evergreen needleaf forests (ENF), deciduous broadleaf

forests (DBF), evergreen broadleaf forests (EBF), and

grasslands/crops (GRC). With the exception of five

sites (Norunda, Tharandt, Hainich, Manaus, and Wind

River), most of the forests were younger than 100 years,

and consequently still regrowing in a ‘linear accelera-

tion’ phase. Most of the forests appeared to be sinks of

carbon during the years considered in this study.

The CUP was calculated as the number of days when

the ecosystem was a net sink of carbon. Average daily

values of carbon exchange rate were computed sepa-

rately for carbon uptake and release periods for each

site and each year, so that the ratio between the two

absolute mean rates for each site could be analyzed. We

calculated this ratio to find out if emission rates during

the carbon uptake and release periods are related. The

above-mentioned average daily carbon exchange rates

were also used to test the assumption that vegetation

with short-lived foliage has higher carbon uptake and

release rates than evergreen vegetation.

Description of remotely sensed data

Phenological changes in vegetation can, in principal, be

detected from remotely sensed data and used to infer

GSL, and possibly the CUP. This phenologically based

analysis is fundamentally different from those based

upon traditional ground-based observations. The capa-

city of satellite sensors to detect such events as

budburst or flowering is limited, because of the ground

resolution of the sensors and the effects of other

vegetation and soil background characteristics. Despite

these limitations, satellite sensors are capable of

measuring broad-scale phenological changes in the

landscape, which may not be associated with phenolo-

gical events of specific plants, but are descriptive of the

ecosystem condition.

An efficient and objective description of phenological

signals over large areas can be derived from the

temporal profiles of vegetation indices. These empirical

measures have been developed using data from broad-

band optical sensors over the last few decades. To infer

the GSL in this study, we used two vegetation indices:

normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and

enhanced vegetation index (EVI). NDVI is a normalized
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ratio between red (RED) and near infrared (NIR) bands

(Tucker, 1979) as follows:

NDVI ¼ NIR� RED

NIRþ RED
:

The EVI is calculated using reflectance in the RED,

NIR, and blue (BLUE) spectral bands (Huete et al., 1997)

as follows:

EVI ¼ G
NIR� RED

NIRþ ðC1� RED� C2� BLUEÞ þ L
;

where G 5 2.5, C1 5 6, C2 5 7.5, L 5 1.

The advantage of EVI over NDVI is that it includes a

blue band, which allows accounting for residual atmo-

spheric contamination, and weight L, which compen-

sates for variable soil background reflectance.

The NDVI was calculated from the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration’s advanced very-high-

resolution radiometer (AVHRR) data, which have just

two spectral bands (red and NIR) that are used for vege-

tation study, but which provide a very long time series of

data. From NOAA-AVHRR, there are currently over 15

years of data available, but we focused on the more

reliable post-Pinatubo period of 1996–2001 (Gutman,

1999) at 1 km spatial resolution, which also corresponds

well with the period of eddy flux tower measurements.

The EVI was derived from data collected by the

VEGETATION (VGT) sensor onboard the SPOT-4

Table 1 Sites considered in this study have been divided into four groups depending on the leaf habit: ENF, DBF, GRC, and EBF

Site, Country Abbreviation

Vegetation

type Latitude Longitude

Years of

flux data

Age

(years) Reference

Flakaliden, Sweden FL ENF 64.113 19.457 1997–1998 31 Lindroth et al. (1998)

Hyytiala, Finland HY ENF 61.847 24.295 1997–1999 30 Markkanen et al. (2001),

Vesala et al. (1998)

Norunda, Sweden NO ENF 60.086 16.220 1996–1997 100 Lindroth et al. (1998)

Aberfeldy, UK AB ENF 56.606 �03.797 1997–1998 14 Valentini (2003)

North Boreas, Canada NB ENF 55.905 �98.524 1995–1998 53–155 Goulden et al. (1998)

Loobos, Netherlands LO ENF 52.167 05.744 1997–1998 80 Valentini (2003)

Brasschaat, Belgium BR ENF 51.309 04.520 1998 67 Apps et al. (2003)

Tharandt, Germany TH ENF 50.964 13.567 1997–2000 100 Valentini, (2003)

Weiden Brunnen,

Germany

WB ENF 50.161 11.882 1998 40 Valentini (2003)

WLEF, USA WL ENF 45.945 �90.272 1997–1999 60–80 Berger et al. (2001)

Wind River, USA WR ENF 45.820 �121.952 1999–2000 Old growth Chen et al. (2002)

Howland, USA HL ENF 45.204 �68.740 1996–1997 90 Hollinger et al. (1999)

Metolius, USA ME ENF 44.499 �121.622 1996–1997 50–250 Law et al. (2000),

Law et al. (2001b)

Niwot Ridge, USA NR ENF 40.032 �105.546 2000 95 Monson et al. (2002)

Blodget Forest, USA BL ENF 38.895 �120.633 1999 12 Law et al. (2001a)

Duke Forest, USA DU ENF 35.978 �79.094 1998–1999 17 Law et al. (2002),

Lai et al. (2002)

Soroe, Denmark SO DBF 55.487 11.646 1997–1999 78 Pilegaard et al. (2001)

Hainich, Germany HN DBF 51.079 10.452 2000–2001 Old growth Knohl et al. (2003)

Vielsalm, Belgium VI DBF/ENF 50.308 05.998 1996, 1998 60–90 Valentini (2003)

Hesse, France HE DBF 48.674 07.065 1997–1999 30 Valentini (2003),

Granier et al. (2000)

Willow Creek, USA WC DBF 45.808 �90.079 1999–2000 55 Law et al. (2002)

Harvard Forest, USA HV DBF 42.537 �72.171 1992–1999 70 Goulden et al. (1996),

Barford et al. (2001)

Bondville , USA BV GRC 40.006 �88.292 1997–2000 1 Meyers (2001)

Shidler, USA SH GRC 36.933 �96.683 1997 1 Suyker & Verma (2001)

Ponka, USA PO GRC 36.766 �97.133 1997 1 Law et al. (2002)

Little Washita, USA LW GRC 34.960 �97.979 1997–1998 1 Meyers (2001)

Castelporziano, Italy CP EBF 41.705 12.377 1997–1998 30 Valentini (2003)

Manaus, Brazil MA EBF �02.589 �60.115 1996 Old growth Malhi et al. (1999)

Most of evergreen needleaf and deciduous broadleaf forests were still maturing and actively sequestering carbon. ENF, evergreen

needleaf forest; DBF, deciduous broadleaf forest; GRC, grasslands/crop; EBF, evergreen broadleaf forest.
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satellite, which was launched in March 1998. The VGT

has four spectral bands: blue (0.43–0.47mm), red (0.61–

0.68mm), NIR (0.78–0.89mm), and shortwave infrared

(1.58–1.75mm). The VGT sensor provides daily global

observations at 1 km spatial resolution. The standard

10-day composite data (VGT-S10) are produced and

available to the public (http://free.vgt.vito.be). The

temporal compositing method for generating standard

10-day synthetic products (VGT-S10) is to select an

observation with the maximum NDVI value within a

10-day period. There are three 10-day composites

within a month: days 1–10, days 11–20, and day 21 to

the end of the month.

We acquired the VGT-S10 data over the period of

April 1–10, 1998 to December 21–31, 2002 for the globe

(a time-series data of 135 VGT-S10 images). EVI (Huete

et al., 1997; Xiao et al., 2003) was calculated for all the 10-

day composite images (VGT-S10). A detailed descrip-

tion of the preprocessing and calculation of vegetation

indices from VGT-S10 data are given elsewhere (Xiao

et al., 2003). For a time series of vegetation index, we

used a simple gap-filling method (Xiao et al., 2003) to fill

vegetation index values of those cloudy pixels identi-

fied by the quality flag in the VGT-S10 reflectance files.

EVI and NDVI time series over the available years

were averaged into a single composite year for each site

in order to minimize the effects of clouds and aerosols.

We selected the 1 km� 1 km pixel with a center point

closest to the respective eddy flux tower coordinates.

Because of potential satellite data geo-registration

issues, we also extracted the eight pixel neighbors of

the center pixel for the comparison of results. After

initial analysis, by shifting the data in all eight possible

directions, no consistent linear spatial bias was found.

The spatial noise, however, was decreased by averaging

the reflectance values of nine pixels prior to performing

the analysis. As a result we had a 10% improvement in

the overall comparison between CUP and GSL. This is

likely because of the existence of random geolocation

error (�1 pixel), rather than a consistent offset, which is

not uncommon for data that span a very large region

such as in this study (Hagen et al., 2002).

The vegetation index time series are available at a

time interval of 10 days, so there were 36 points per site

used to describe the seasonal cycle of the vegetation

canopy at each location. We interpolated the data

linearly to form a daily time series with 365 points.

As result we had available for each FLUXNET site an

average annual temporal profile at daily temporal

resolution. Linearly interpolated moderate temporal

resolution data depict actual forest phenological

changes better than the finer resolution version of the

same data (e.g., 8–30 days vs. 1 day). The reason is that

the observed day-to-day variations of data of this type

(e.g., AVHRR, SPOT, MODIS) are dominated by atmo-

spheric and view geometry effects. Furthermore, linear

interpolation of moderate temporal resolution data also

appears to be adequate for this purpose, especially for

deciduous forests (Jenkins et al., 2003). We believe that

(1) the composited data represent a very good estimate

of reflectance for the associated period, and (2) because

vegetation dynamics do not vary in a complex non-

linear way on week-to-week time scales, the linear

interpolation is an adequate way to estimate the most

likely reflectance value at an intermediate interval.

The GSL was computed for each data set, and defines

the number of days the vegetation index was greater

than a given threshold. A single threshold value was

used for all sites and is meant to indicate the EVI or

NDVI value that best corresponds to the phenological

transitions that we discuss in this paper. Instead of

using an arbitrary value, we selected the threshold that

yielded GSL values most correlated across sites with

CUP estimates from eddy flux data. Two different

threshold values of 0.02 and 0.05 were selected for EVI

and NDVI, respectively. The resulting mean and range

of GSL onset and termination days for each site

corresponded well with the CUP interval, indicating

that the GSL was indeed an acceptable indicator of

canopy seasonality.

Statistical analysis of data

For testing the inequality of regression slopes between

CUP and NEP for two different vegetation types, we

calculated t* as t� ¼ ðb1 � b2Þ=
ffiffi
ð

p
s2

1 þ s2
2Þ; where b1 and

b2 are regression slopes, and s1 and s2 are the standard

errors of regression slopes for the two vegetation types.

The null hypothesis that the regression slopes b1 and b2

are the same was rejected if t*4t, where t was derived

from the Student’s t test given n1 1 n2�4 degrees of

freedom (df) (n1 and n2 are the number of points in

regressions for two vegetation types), based upon an

a5 0.05 confidence level.

We used cluster analysis to test the assumption that

vegetation, with short-lived foliage, exhibited higher

carbon uptake and respiration rates than evergreen

vegetation. The clustering was applied to the daily

values of carbon exchange rate, computed separately

for carbon uptake and release periods for each site and

each year. We used two clustering methods, which

produced somewhat different results and helped to

highlight borderline cases. The first partitioning meth-

od was the k-means algorithm. In this approach, the

observations were classified as belonging to one of the k

groups. Group membership was determined by calcu-

lating the centroid for each group (the multidimen-

sional mean), and assigning each observation to the
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closest centroid. The centroids were calculated using

least squares, and the observations were assigned to the

closest centroid, also based on their minimum squared

distance. This use of a least-squares criterion makes k-

mean less resistant to outliers than the medoid-based

method, which we also used for analysis. The partition-

ing around medoids algorithm is similar to k means,

but uses medoids rather than centroids. The method

computes k representative objects, called medoids,

which together determine a cluster. Each observation

was assigned to the cluster corresponding to the nearest

medoid. Both methods are described in more detail in

Kaufman & Rousseeuw (1990).

Cross-validation analysis was used for checking the

capability of the GSL from satellite data to predict CUP.

For each vegetation index we have randomly removed

10% of the data and fit the model to the remaining 90%

of data. Then we calculated the mean-squared predic-

tion error (MSPE), while predicting the 10% of

originally removed data.

Results and discussion

From our analysis of data from the FLUXNET network,

we found linear correlations between annual NEE and

the CUP, with different slopes for different vegetation

types (Fig. 1). The relationship exists in part because the

variability in mean daily flux rates is low (less than a

factor of 10) compared with the variability on annual

sums (two orders of magnitude) and, thus, much of the

variability in annual NEE is because of CUP. From

carbon exchange measurements, ENFs had the lowest

annual gain of carbon per CUP-day of 3.4 g C m�2,

DBFs had higher carbon uptake of 5.8 g C m�2, and the

carbon gain of grass/crop was even higher at

7.9 g C m�2. A similar analysis was not possible for

EBFs because of the very few observations available

(three site years of data). For temperate broadleaf

forests the increased annual rate for each additional

CUP day was comparable with the results by Baldocchi

& Wilson (2001) of 5.72 g C m�2 and slightly lower than

those reported by Barr et al. (2004) of 6.9 g C m�2,

probably because the latter result was for one site only.

Although coniferous forests and deciduous vegetation

(deciduous broadleaf forest and grasslands) had sig-

nificantly different regression slopes (t* 5 3.09 and

t* 5 2.37, t*4t with 49 and 37 df at 95% confidence

level), the difference between DBF and grasslands was

not statistically significant (t* 5 1.06, t*ot with 24 df at
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Fig. 1 Correlations between carbon uptake period from eddy covariance measurements and annual cumulative net ecosystem

exchange (NEE) for different vegetation types. The statistical test of the equality of two slopes showed that the regression slopes for

evergreen needleaf and deciduous forests are different, while the slopes of the deciduous broadleaf forest (DBF) and grass/crops are the

same with 95% confidence level. The correlation plot for the DBF includes one mixed forest (VI). Each data point represents a site from

EUROFLUX or AMERIFLUX data sets.
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95% confidence level). The ENFs included a couple of

old growth forest stands and on average were slightly

older than deciduous broadleaf ones. Older forests

normally have lower carbon gain per day than the

younger ones. Therefore, the difference in the annual

gains of carbon per each additional CUP day between

deciduous broadleaf and ENF may stem from slightly

different ages of the forests in these two groups and not

the species. The caveat here is that we do not know if

this relationship would hold between years at a single

site, although some studies (Barr et al., 2001; White &

Nemani, 2003) suggest that it does.

We suggest that CUP represents a measure of water/

energy availability and the regressions represent the

adjustment of carbon gain to the typical amount of

water and energy available, balanced against other

resources (Schimel et al., 1997). Burke et al. (1997)

showed that empirical relationships between site-level

interannual precipitation and NPP were substantially

smaller than spatial relationships between mean annual

precipitation and NPP. The spatial pattern approxi-

mates the steady-state response, with factors such as

nutrient availability and species composition that have

response times longer than a year adjusted to the mean

climate. Because nutrient availability, species composi-

tion, and other processes cannot adjust instantaneously

to year-to-year variability in precipitation, the inter-

annual response to rain is much smaller than the

regional spatial correlation would suggest. Following

Burke et al.’s (1997) argument we predict that the

interannual response to CUP should be much smaller

than the spatial, because species composition (espe-

cially in forests) and nutrient availability cannot

respond as fast as weather from year to year. In fact

not only is the nutrient constraint slower to change, and

possibly in equilibrium with average CUP, the species

on a site may even be evolutionarily tied to mean

climate and CUP. Mean and maximum daily flux rates

reflect the ecosystem physiological possibilities of the

species present at a site. Because the variability of mean

daily flux rates is so much lesser than that of annual

exchange (a factor of 10 compared with a factor of

1000), the physiological variability between species and

life forms controls only a part of the variability in net

exchange, with climate constraints also playing a large

role. This analysis can help sort out how much detail in

the understanding of physiological variability is needed

to understand regional scale flux variability.

Analysis of mean daily carbon exchange rates during

carbon uptake and release periods for different sites

showed that it is possible to separate vegetation types

with different leaf habits (Fig. 2) according to their

mean daily fluxes. Depending on their leaf habit, plants

acquire their net gain of carbon per unit of time in

different ways. Vegetation with short-lived foliage (less

than 1 year) has high carbon uptake rates and high

respiration rates. Vegetation with long-lived foliage

(more than 1 year) has lower photosynthetic rates and

lower decomposition rates (more lignin, compounds,

which are difficult to decompose).

Both methods used for clustering clearly distin-

guished between two clusters characterizing evergreen

and deciduous vegetation. The evergreen needleaf and

broadleaf forests formed the first cluster (center: �0.79,

1.79 g C m�2 day�1), while most crops and grasslands

were grouped together with deciduous forests in the

second cluster (center: �1.37, 3.64 g C m�2 day�1). An

exception was one dry grassland site (Little Washita),

which fell into the cluster with evergreen vegetation.

Among forests, there was one outlier case (the ever-

green forest in Norunda) as well as a few borderline

cases, which fell into the deciduous or evergreen cluster

depending on the clustering method. The ENF in

Norunda was classified together with deciduous

vegetation because of its very high carbon uptake and

release rates. The Aberfeldy and Tharandt sites were

borderline cases among ENFs. Conversely, Hesse,

Vielsalm, and Soroe were borderline cases among the

deciduous forests. It is possible that high carbon uptake

and release rates in Norunda were related to special soil

conditions of the site (drained soils) and fertilization.

The borderline cases can be at least partially explained
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(NEE � 0) periods. The lines are drawn around two groups

corresponding to evergreen and deciduous life forms as derived

from cluster analysis. During both periods, coniferous forests

tend to have lower mean daily carbon exchange rates than

deciduous broad-leaved forests. Evergreen broadleaf forests

have a comparable daily mean NEE rate with coniferous forests.
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for carbon uptake and release periods.
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by mixed vegetation in the flux measurements footprint

(Vielsalm), indirect or direct site fertilization (Tharandt

and Aberfeldy), or climatic limitations (Soroe and

Hesse).

The ratio between mean daily exchange rates during

the carbon uptake and carbon release periods was

relatively conservative for different vegetation types

and averaged around 2.73 ( � 1.08). This value varied

rather little between vegetation types (2.65 � 1 for ENF,

2.96 � 1 for DBF, 2.65 � 1.7 for crop/grass, and

2.2 � 0.5 for EBF), suggesting that a balance between

carbon release and uptake rates existed despite varying

emissions, uptake periods, different photosynthetic

pathways, life forms, and leaf habits. The average daily

ecosystem carbon sequestration rate was found to

exceed the carbon emission rate by less than a factor

of three. Existence of this balance explains the correla-

tion between CUP and NEE, and why we do not

observe situations with low carbon sequestration rates

and long CUP, or with high carbon sequestration rates

and short CUP.

Our comparison with the satellite data suggests that

the length of the CUP can be inferred from the length of

a vegetation activity period from NDVI AVHRR and/or

EVI VGT (Fig. 3). The GSL derived from EVI provided

better estimates of CUP than the one derived from

NDVI, as indicated by the fact that MSPE for EVI

(MSPE 5 2818) was significantly lower than for NDVI

(MSPE 5 4125). Within a 15-day deviation from CUP,

there were 11 sites with accurate GSL estimates derived

from EVI and eight sites with accurate GSL estimates

derived from NDVI. Among them were estimates of

GSL in which both indices were relatively close to each

other and to CUP of five coniferous forests (Loobos,

Hyytiala, Flakaliden, Aberfeldy, Metolius) and one

mixed forest (Vielsalm).

The CUP of 15 sites was overestimated by GSL

derived from NDVI by between 15 days and 3 months.

There were, however, only 10 sites with GSL derived

from EVI falling into this category. The GSL of two

coniferous forests (WLEF, Weiden Brunnen), two broad-

leaf deciduous (Soroe, Willow Creek), two broadleaf

evergreen forests (Castelporziano, Manaus), and one

site in the prairie (Shidler) was overestimated by GSL

derived from both indices. The discrepancies in CUP

estimates may be related to the use of a single threshold

for extracting GSL from vegetation indices. When

longer time series of data for concurrent time periods

are available from EUROFLUX, AMERIFLUX, and

remote sensing, we can test whether using different

threshold values for broadleaf, needleaf forests, and

grasslands/croplands would improve CUP estimates.

Both correlation analyses contained outlier sites, with

CUP overestimated by more than 3 months. One group

of outliers represented sites in arid climates (Little

Washita – grassland, Blodget forest – needleaf ever-

green forest). The vegetation indices at these sites do

not necessarily drop during the summer drought as

long as the vegetation stays green, although the carbon

balance may switch from positive to negative. Although

CUP for the forest site was undetectable from both sets

of remotely sensed data, GSL of the grassland site was
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just at the limits of the 3-month range from EVI, and

undetectable from NDVI profiles. The second group of

outliers (coniferous forests at Niwot Ridge and How-

land) can be explained by the sensitivity of EVI to snow

cover. Even residual snow cover under the canopy may

increase EVI values in the late fall or early spring (Xiao

et al., 2004). These two coniferous forests were outliers

on the plot of CUP and GSL from EVI. Nevertheless,

GSLs of these sites were within a 15-day deviation from

CUP, when derived from NDVI profiles. It was more

difficult to ascertain why the CUPs of deciduous

(Harvard forest) and coniferous (Braschaat) forests

were greatly overestimated by GSL from both indices.

Most likely it can be attributed to the high hetero-

geneity of vegetation in the pixel.

Conclusions

Our analysis of eddy covariance data from 28 EURO-

FLUX and AMERIFLUX sites, covering multiple years,

suggests that the length of the CUP has potential to be

used for extrapolation of annual NEE for many types of

terrestrial ecosystems. This extrapolation will appar-

ently need to be refined by inclusion of land manage-

ment and disturbance information, where available, in

order to stratify the data into age classes. This finding

could eventually greatly simplify the estimation of

carbon sinks and sources over large land areas, through

application of tower data together with the remotely

sensed observations that provide GSL of vegetation

over large surface areas. The GSL from satellite data

often closely approximate the CUP of temperate and

boreal coniferous forests, but overestimate the CUP of

the broadleaf forests. The method does not currently

produce good results for arid climates, at least with the

vegetation indices we used. Perhaps indices based on

sensitivity to canopy moisture (Xiao et al., 2004) should

be considered.

We are not yet in the position to make spatially

explicit estimates of NEE based on the length of the

growing season derived from the vegetation indices. To

apply this method may require more complete sam-

pling of vegetation types of the world by the flux data

and of course, improved proxies for CUP from the

remotely sensed data. The correlation between CUP

and annual NEE from eddy covariance measurements

should be investigated further, once longer time series

of flux data from more sites and vegetation types

become available. It would also help to better identify

the domain of the application of this method. It would

be useful to investigate if these relationships hold for

other vegetation types and to find out if the correlation

is valid for multiple years at the same site. For instance,

we would not expect to find the same relationship

between NEE and CUP in very young or old stands as

are found in mid-aged aggrading systems.

More work also has to be done for a more accurate

definition of GSL from the remotely sensed data.

Improved remotely sensed data from the next genera-

tion of remote sensors are needed as are vegetation

indices accounting for water stress. Vegetation indices

(e.g. photochemical reflectance index) from hyperspec-

tral data may provide better results as well, because

they give a better proxy for the physiological capacity

of plants (Rahman et al., 2003), but will be more limited

spatially.

The ratio between mean daily carbon exchange rates

during carbon uptake and release periods, or coefficient

of absorption, appears to be consistent across different

vegetation types, implying that a balance between carbon

release and uptake periods exists despite different

photosynthetic pathways, life forms, and leaf habits.
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